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CHAPTER I

INTBODUCTION
Development of Political Science Interest
in Citisenship Education
Through political socialization research political scientists
are becoming ?1JOre aware of

the

sources of citizenship education.

Just

as their findings show the increased potential of schools as a
socializing agent, so has their interest increased
curriculum development.
in 1970

when

in

helping with

Evidence of this heightened interest came

the prestigious American Political Science Association

established a committee on PreCollegiate Education and assigned it
the responsibility

"to

begin

to

implement a long range strategy through

which the intellectual resources and talents of political science can
be more effectively mobilized

in

support of improved political science

1
education at the pre-collegiate level."
By the sunrner of 1 971 the committee had set forth a list of the

weaknesses from the standpoint of political science that had been
discovered

in

present instruction:

Seldom are students confronted with issues, instructed
in the methods of inquiry, or motivated to use facts
effect1ve1y to substantiate or rei'ute political. beliefs.
1

American Political Science Committee on PreCollegiate
Education, •Political Education in the Public Schools: the Challenge
for Po litical Science," E!!, IV (Summer, 1971), P• 432.
1

2
Virtually no civics and government textbooks are organized
to enable students to learn how to cope w1 th polltical.
abstraction, to reason .t'rom premises or to engage in hypo
thetico-deductive modes of analysis.
• • • civies and government texts emphasize the pre
scription of 'correct• political. values and fail to equip
students to make normative judgments based upon a critical
appraisal of the sources of their values and an tmder
standing of the implications or operationalizing these
values.
The school • • • does not offer • • • sufficient tmder
standing or procedures open to individuals for legitimately
infiuencing the government. Nor • • • adequa� explain
am emphasize the importance o f group action.2
The weaknesses listed here are those most applicable to secondary
education, and political scientists are rx>t alone in m aking such
observations.

FAucators, likewise, agree that teenagers are not being

reached by the present offerings of most schools.3
Ignoring the learning process and concentrating instead on the
outcome (what is leamed.)1 political scientists have traditionally
left the development of curriculum and teaching methods to educators
'Who have tended to associate citizenship education with good school
and community deportment in the lower grades

and

knowledge of

the

structure and form of government in the secondary grades.4
Until the last

twenty

years political scientists thE111selves

studied government and politics m ainly through the structure and forms
2Thid.,

PP•

�

12-13 .

anklin Patterson, "Preface," in The Adolescent Citizen,
eds. Franklin Patterson, et al. (Illinois: Free Press, 1960);
Richard E. Gross and Norman A. Cruickshanks, "Development 0£ the Social
Studies CulT.i.culmn," in Educating Citizens for Democracya Curriculum
and Instruction in Second
SocialStudies eds. Richard E. Gross and
Leslie • Zeleny New York: Oxford University Press, 1958).

4iu,berta

(New York:

s. Sigel, •Introduction," Learning About Politics
Random House, 1970), xiii.

3
of institutions and their processes.

In the 195o1s, however, political

behavior began to receive attention through voting studies, and interest
has expanded until behavioral.ism challenges other approaches in
importance.

As Heinz Eulau says, •what i.$. sometimes called 1the

behavioral revolution in the stuey of politics • • • has had an
enormous inpact on political knowledge.n5

Indeed, the findings of

the behavioralists have begun, through more empirical. evidence, to
prove or disprove what previously had been only speculation, thus often
showing that many time honored theories must be altered.
In the mid 1950 1 s significant studies in what is now called

political socialization were begun by political scientists.
thought

and

research had been compiled

Enough

by Herbert Hyman by 1959 that

he entitled a book with the tem.
Within political science circles there has been some disagreement

as to whether the term should
process.6

imply

consequences as

well

as define a

Hyman himself had apparently intended a "mold in our

own

image" connotation7 but most recent scholars use political socialization

5Heinz &llau and James G. March, eds., Political. Science
(New· York: Random House, 19 0), P• 29.
7
6The discussions seem to be an extension of the ageless dichotomy
of whether a society needs stability through loyalty and sanctioned
political values or change through toleration of all viewpoints plus
challenges to authority.
7Herbert H. Hyman, Political SOciaJ.ization (New Yorkt
Free Press,
1959). In his 19 9 edition he says that h e ttboped to reserve the term
6
for those processes of learning that most members of a society or of a
subgroup experience, in contrast with leanling that which is idio
syl'!cratic in character. The former process produces th e regularities�
�<iJ uniformities that land themselves to social and educational. policy.
The latter process produces endless variability, creates unpredicta
bility, and defies institutional forms of control," vii .

4

as a neutral. label which refers to the way a society transmits its
political culture

from

generation to generation, yet at the same time

acknoWledging that the process �may serve to preserve traditional
political norms and institutions

•

• •

[.OiJ be

a vehicle of poll ticaJ.

and social change."8 For the purposes of this study when the process
is given direction it

will

have become citizenship education.

What Is Proposed
Because both educators and political scientists have advocated
the need for a serious curriculum revision, this paper proposes the
teaching of decision making as a goal of citizenship education for
schools

in

the United States at the secondary level.

The concept of teaching decision making has been emerging but
very little attempt has been made tQ examine

in any

depth its validity

as a topic per se for adolescent citizenship education. Educators have
slowly begun to add it

to

their descriptions of the "problems approach"

but have usually relegated it to a subtopic or very minor goal.
Few who have proposed decision making as a teaching tool have
prescribed methods !or a specific unit or course devoted to implementation
of such a goal.

One recent proposal for student participation which

includes an o utline of a teaching method does not cover the scope of
the proposal set forth here.9

Questions to be examined aret

school an agent of political socialization?

Is the

Have Civics-type courses

Bicenneth P. Langton, Political Socialization (New Yorkt
University Press, 1969),, P• 4.

Ox.ford

9Judith A. Gillespie, "Instructional Uses of School Political
Experiences," SSEC Newsletter, No. 14 (November, 1960).

5
been an important agent for citizenship education'l

What aspects of

citizenship should be taught at the high school level?

Is decision

making a valid goal for citizenship education?
Methodology To Be Used
The methodology used for finding the answers to the above
questions and for testing the proposal will be a logical analysis of
the avai1able relative literature plus a survey of teachers in a
small segment of a mid.western state.
During the last decade research f indings have begun to give

insight into the school's role in the political socialization of youth
as well as reveal the value or non value of civ:i.cs-type courses.
The aspects of citizenship to which adolescents will be
receptive and for which they will be ready have been examined by
several educational psychologists and are reported here.
A survey of teachers has been taken by the author to discover
it decision making type goals are seen by them to be valid for

secondary level instruction.

CHAPTER II
RELEVANT POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

RE.SEARCH AND THEDRIES
Rising Importance of Schools
The findings of early political social.ization research suggested
that political learning to a considerable degree occurred early in a
child 1 s development

and

saw the family as the chief socializing agent.

Herbert Hyman, in his previously mentioned book, includes a chart of
"Past Studies of the Agreement in Politically Relevant Views Among
Parents and Children."

He then says "these and other studies establish

very clear].y a family correspondence in views that are relevant to
matters of political orientation,tt

10

although he does call attention to

the fact that party preference correlated more strongly than political
ideology.
Educators naturally have focused upon the schools as an agent of
political socialization, but political scientists have given their
attention

to the family.

The rise of Nazism in (lennany apparently

prompted studies which are now referred to as the "national character"
school.

The source of dominant personality patterns in a society, such

as Gennan attitudes toward authority, was examined in the expectation of

finding the genesis of a country• s national political style.
O
l iJyman, Political Socialization, PP•

6

.53-.54.

It was

7
concluded that those who were raised in "authoritarian" families wanted
or expected their political leaders to maintain a similar authoritarian
relationship toward them.

Ira Rohter, examining the studies made of

persons labeled extreme rightists who were categorized as nauthoritarian,n
found that the direction of one's political orientations appeared
stem

from

to

the fa:mil.y.11 Likewise those who examined early childhood

agreed that "the child's political world begins to take shape well
before he even enters elementary schoo1n12 and undergoes the most
rapid change during these years.

Other studies, such as Robert Lane's

of fifteen blue collar men who, it was found, had not experienced

any

parental rebellion of a political nature, reinforced the prEBnise of
family political influence.13
But new studies are questioning family influence.
and Judith Torney have concluded that the family

may

Robert Hess

not be as

influential as the school in the acquisition of political attitudes and
values, stating that "in the United States the pu blic elementary school

11rra s. Rohter, "The Genesis of Political Radical.ism: The Case
of the Radical Right," in Lea
About Politics, ed. Roberta s. Sigel
(New Yorks Random House, 1970 , P• 637.

�

12na,dd Easton and Robert Hess, "The Child's Political World,"
Midwest Journal of Political Science, VI (August, 1962), p. 235;
Fred I. Greenstein, Children and Politics (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1965). Easton and Hess changed their research plans after a
pilot study of high school students convinced them the age span of 3
to 13 was the crucial time for the development of supportive orientations
toward the political regime, Easton and Hess, "The Child's Political
World,11 P• 35.
13Robert E. Lane, "Fathers and Sons: Foundations 0£ Poli
tical Belief," American Sociological Review, XXIV (August, 1959),
PP• 502-511. -

8
is the most important agent of political socialization."1 4

Recent

research comparing high school seniors with their parents suggests a
minimal family influence especially upon more abstract and less immediate
issues.

These same researchers (M. Kent Jennings and Richard Niemi)

conclude from their findings that while some political orientations do
crystallize at an early age there is a "developmental'' sequence, and
even post high school influences may act as change agents.15
That other social

and

political scientists agree with J ennings and

Niemi is llidicated by their cormnents:

"Much childhood socialization is

subject to flllldamental modification;n16 "The transmission of parental
values to children may be undermined by socialization agencies outside
the home that renect cultural forces contrary to family traditions;"17
"Evidence exists that indicates the importance of post-childhood
socialization in building upon, or even modifying, earlier political
18
orientations."

� bert

D. Hess and Judith v. Torney, The Development of
Political Attitudes in Children (Chicago: ALDINE Publishing Company,
1967), P• 200.
15M. Kent Jennings and Richard G. Niemi, "Patterns of Political
Ess s and Studies
inion and Behavior:
Learnin g," in Political
eds. F.clward c. Dreyer and Walter A. Rosenbaum California: Wadsworth
Publishing Company, Inc., 1 970), P• 14 9.
16Yehudi A. Cohen., Social Structure and Personali t>::
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc., 1961)1 P• 112.

A Casebook

17John J. Patrick, Political Socialization of American Youth
National Council for the Social Studies,.Bulletin
(Washington, D.C.a
No. 3, n.d.), P• 58.
18Ibid., p.
6o. Richard E. Dawson makes a simi.1ar comment in
the book iieedited with Kenneth Prewitt, Political Socialization
(Boston: Little Brow and Company, 19 9), P• 90.
6

9
Civics-type Courses Have Little Effect
Most school systems give focus to citizenship education through
formal courses at the high school level.

Usually in the ninth or

twelfth grades or b oth, civics-type courses variously labeled .American
Government, Problans of Democracy, Civics, etc. are offered.

But

curiously, recent research indicates such courses, and the high school
years in general, effect very little change in the political socialization
of youth.

While schools are becoming recognized as an important

political socializing agent, the high school, which is seen as a much
less important change agent than the elementary school, is where
citizenship education is given specific emphasis.
In

his recent book entitled Political Socialization. Langton

says past attanpts to assess the actual impact of high school curricula
have produced generally inconclusive results, and probably the most.
significant research thus far on the effects of forr.ial civic education
in the secondary schools is his and Jennings'.

Using data from a

national survey of 1,669 high school seniors made by the Survey Research
Center at the University o:f Michigan, they examined "the consistent
themes" in the literature for the instruction of civic education which
"are germane for political science."19

They f'otmd students who had taken

l9
The consistent themes were: political knowledge and
sophistication; political interest; "spectator" politicization
(media consumption); political discourse; political efficacy;
political cynicism; civic t olerance; "participative" orientation
(oriented to participate), Langton, Political Socialization, PP•
92-95.

10

0
a civics-type course or courses2 showed only slight improvement in
political. kn.owl.edge and sophistication, political interest, sense of
political efficacy or desire to participate in politics, and an increase
in political cynicism.
White students, especially, had apparently reached a saturation
level a s regards political knoW'l.edge.

Their research, they felt, "offers

little support for the illlpact of the curriculum even as a minor source
of political soeial1zation.n21

Perhaps, the authors sq, the pre-

highschooler has become saturated and develops a resistance to further
socialization at this stage in his life cycle.
explanation:

But they see another

the redundancy of the instruction.

Not only does this

come from a repetition of previous instruction but also from the
duplication of cues

from

other information sources such as the mass

media, formal organizations, and peer groups. Since students

who

do not

take civics-type courses are exposed to these other sources, they
conclude that the courses as now structured provide relatiV9ly few
inputs.22
In examining the political indoctrination of three communities,
Edgar Litt used

as

one of his tests the effects of exposure to a formal

20They used those courses commonl.y referred to as Government or
Civics including the usual American Government and Problems of Denocracy
courses as well as newer Political Science, Americanism, Co111nun1sm and
Democracy, World Citizenship and Comparative Politics. History courses
were excluded. Langton, Po1itical Socialization, P• 90.
21Ibid., Political Socialization, P• 170. They found scant
difference in attitudes toward politics whether a more traditional.
American Government course or a more topical wider ranging American
Problems course was taken. The number of courses taken had little
effect. �., P• 97.
22Tuid.,

P•

99.

11

course in civic education.

The study was far from replicating the

Langton-Jennings survey, but a few comparisons are possible.

Langton

and Jennings found a slight increase in support for political participation,
but Litt found no increase and even less desire to participate
students had taken a course in one community.
interest

in

after

Litt did not attribute less

participating to the Langton-Jennings' finding of cynicism,

however, but rather to the fact that the whole tone of the communitq
was simply t o make the government legitimate.

His finding of a

somewhat more realistic view of one's country could be assumed to
correlate with theirs of increased knowledge.23
In their 196o pilot study Dean Easton and Robert Hess, to their
admitted surprise, found high school students' political attitudes and
interest experienced no significant change from the Freshman to the
Senior year.

Like

the other researchers, however, they discovered most

students increased their knowledge about government and political
behavior.

Course taking per se was not exanined but since the majority

of students would have had some civics-type course their findings would
indicate only minor political socialization (from

ariy

source) during the

high school years.24
Since the student sample in Easton and Hess's survey included
relatively few blacks or ethnics, their findings have been modified
somewhat by those 'Who have examined the student sample more closely.
2�ar Litt, "Civic Education, Community Norms, and Political
Indoctrination," American Sociological Review, XXVIII (February, 1963),
pp. 69-75.
24Easton and Hess, "Chi1d1s Political World."

12
Indications are that certain student clientele experience more political
socialization by f omal school classes than others.

When Langton and

Jennings separated their f'indings for white and black students as to
the impact of civics-type courses, it became apparent that the latter
benetitted appreciably.

The black youths were found to have gained

"more political knowledge and ideological sophistication, a greater
sense of political efficacy, and a higher level of civic tolerancen
than those who had taken no courses.

25

The greater impact occurred

anong those with lower socio-economic status.

'!hey noted higher status

blacks had their political interest and discussion reduced by the courses
and their political cynicism increased.
Similar results to these were revealed in a study of Appalachian
children.
in 1967.

Herbert Hirsch made a survey of a poverty area in Kentucky
H e found that those children who had had a civics-type course

were more likely to read the news, to be more interested in politics,
and to have a higher level of political knowledge than those who had
not attended such a courae.

They likewise considered the school to

be a significantly higher agent of infomation transrqission than those
stud ents surveyed by Easton and Hess.

Students with a low or medium

6
level of political efficacy had it significantly raised.2

25Langton, Political Socialization, P• ll7.
26tterbert Hirsch, Povez:ty and Politicization (New Yorks
Press, 19n), PP• 102, 105, 111.

Free

13
It is probably true that special types of instruction are needed
for particular types of clientele.27

Th.ere is need for extensive

research and the development of objectives for what is coJT111onl.y
8
referred to as "practical." civics.2
Partly because the effect of a course is dif"ficult to evaluate
and partJ.y because there appears to be universal. agreement that "the
9
textbook is the course of stuay,•2 research on secondary school civic
education has centered

on

textbooks.

tend to rely heaviJ.y upon them.

For a number of reasons, teachers

Add to this the fact that there is

"considerable uniformity• in the curricullllll materials plus a domination
of the market by

a

few leading textbooks30 and it would seem that they

.!!:!, the key source of the content if not also the methods used in most
schools.
Examining in the mid-196o' s six widely used textbooks (three were
on the publishers' best se11er list), Massialas looked for the "general

27A special project was tried in the inne r city of st. Louis at
the secondary school level as an adjunct of the citizenship education
program. The purpose was to make the instruction relevant by showing
the student he had power through the legal system. Danforth Foundation,
"Youth and Law," Danforth News and Notes, VII (October, 1971), P• 7.
In the evaluations of pilot projects developed by goverrunental.
curriculum centers a common finding thus far is that the poorer
students do not understand the materials and gain less from the program.
28i>ractical civics is a course for students unable to benefit
from regular courses.
9
2 R:l.chard E. Gross and Leslie D. Zeleny, Educatin
Citizens f'or
Democra :
Curricullllll and Instruction in Seconda
Soci� Studies (New
York:
0 ord University Press, 19
•
The J.PSA CoDJllittee referred
1 P•
to earlier stated that t1teachers of civics and government place strong,
almost obsessive, reliance" upon textbooks. APSC Committee, "Political
Education in the Public Schools," p. 438 •
.30r.angton, Political Soci�lization, P• 99.

tone" of American government books.

He f"elt they were not refiecting

the research findings of political scientists.

They all assumed that

"the American system actually operates on the principle of the consent
of the governed,"3l

and

overlooked evidence that some people have more

influence than others, that a relatively snail percent of eligible
voters vote, that even fewer seem adequately informed, and that much
policy-making is done by administrators.

He

also fowid most of the

textbooks agreed on cognitive and affective goals for teaching but
their efforts at attaining them were often ineffectual; e.g., none
provided an eJq>licit model for discussing controversial. social issues
nor did any help the student

ine values and how they relate to

ex.am

policy-making.
Janes Shaver,

vho

looked especially for the treatment of "value

conflict in making public pollcy,"

32

reported very similar findings

in

the 93 textbooks he rev.ieved. He noted that they referred to our
commitment to equality,

freedom,

and justice a number of" times but failed

to note the inevitable dilellDQas in carrying out what must often be

conflicting goals.

Instead of showing alternatives for dealing with

value confiicts "sane show the struggle of interest groups for power
as something sinister rather than an essential element."33

31
Byron G. Massialas, "We Are the Greatest!" in Social Studies
in the United States, eds. Benjamin Cox and Byron G. Massialas (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967), P• 180; for the paragraph
PP• 180-181, 185.
32James P. Shaver, "Refiective 'Thinking, Values, and Social
Studies Textbooks," The School Review, LXllII (Autumn, 196.5), P• 2,30.
33Ibid.,

PP•

12-13.

15
'l'he Anti-Defamation League of B•nai B1rith in 1961, examining the
-

treatment of minorities in 48 secondary school history and government
type textbooks, found that the presentations gave a "largely white,
Protestant, Anglo-Saxon view of history and the current social scene"
and that the problems of minority groups in America were "still very
largely neglected.".34

Educators, who accept the new learning research

.findings, would agree that this complaint has some relevance since
effective learning is said to take place when the student's "'facts,•
attitudes and values are challenged and replaced by new insights and
lUlderstandings,"
An educator who

and his prejudices subjected to critical inquiry.35

examined

three "popular civics textbooks" folUld that

the "closed areas" of race, morality, and nationalism had indeed been
excluded.36
But judging from the research and colllllents of both educators and
political scientists, changing the content of the textbook
itself guarantee that the student will be able or
role of an effective citizen.

As

will.

not in

willing to take on

the

political scientists find the farn:i.ly

less important they are agreeing with Gabri•l Almond and Sidney Verba
that in a pluralistic, industrialized society roles learned within the
family do not directly transfer to successful participation Within the
�assialas, "We Are the Greatest!"

P•

172.

3�ark M. Krug, "'Safe' Textbooks and Citizenship F.ducation,"
School Review, LXVIII (Winter, l96o), P• 466.
36Ibid.,

PP•

463-J.�80.

16

1arger society.

Adults, they found, who remembered having had opportunities

to participate in decision making at school (as well as at home and at
work) were more likely to have a sense of political efficacy.37
Ezra Saul in his article, "Relevance of Psychological

Data

for

Citizenship Education," referring to reported observations that the
high school student who was extremely active and effective in school
government and clubs is oot, following graduation,

an

active and

effective citizen in the community, concludes that a learning theory
which stresses the importance of teaching '*general. principles" to
enhance transfer is inadequate. Maximal positive transfer will occur
"when the practiced stimulus-response sequence is identical
transfer situation.n38

with

the

Thus he believes that the subject matter of

courses, a student government, or club programs

do

not provide specific

re�nses which transfer to real life situations encountered later.

He

is reinforced by a Tufts research committee that concluded citizenship
cannot·be learned incidentally as a kind of •osmotic pedagogical by
product of other kinds of learning.n39
Still, according to an impressive number of researchers listed by
the APSA, the development of a student's political orientations is related

37aabriel A. Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Cultures
Political Attitudes and Democrac in Five Nations (Princeton, N.J.1
Princeton University Press, 19 3 , PP• 332-373.
38Ezra v. Saul, "The Relevance of Selected Psychological Data
for Citizenship Education," in Patterson, Adolescent Citizen, P• 237.
39patterson, Adolescent Citizen,, p. 15.
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to the "unstudied curriculum"-the social climate, political culture,
and organization of schools and the individual classrooms.4°

'lhese two seemingly opposing views can be reconciled if one
recognizes that learning, described only as changed polltical orientations,
does take pl.ace in a school's extra curricular environment.

'Whether the

results of the learning w:ilJ. be more effective, responsible, active
citizens is at the present questionable.
Psychologists have tried to explain why the civics-type courses
have not received a very high interest rating from the teenager or
adolescent to whom they are offered.
uncertain state of personal identity.

First, the young person is in

an

His sex identification and security

has not been entirely developed and h e is trying to discover who he
really is, what he can do, or what he should do.
the political world.

This seeking submerges

Secondly, many observers feel that ch11dren

modern society have a prolonged

n adolescence"

in

a

which encourages apath;y

concerning social responsibility (although research has shown they would
like to have a cause but cannot find the pathway to pursuing it); thus
students receive their gratifications mainly from their peer culture,
which tends

to exclude adults am adult concerns.41

40APS Committee, "Political &lucation in the Public Sch:>ols,"
P•

15.

41Donald McNassor, "New Designs for Civic &lucation in the High
Coleman, who studied
School," in Patterson, Adolescent Citizen, P• 315.
ten high schools in the Chicago area, fotmd students, especially in the
two large suburban schools he investigated, looked to their friends or
peer group as the source of in.formation, attitudes, etc. He says teachers
"are no longer faced with individual students • • • to whom they can
'teach citizenship. ' They are faced with societies • • • u James
Coleman, "A Sociologist Suggests New Perspectives," in Patterson,
Adolescent Citizen, P• 297 .
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To swmnarize the evidence thus far, the value of any formal civic
education in high school, except for certain cultural types, would appear

to be almost nil for several reasons:

schools are important but only

at the elementary level; present instruction fails to increase students•
political interest, political tolerance, and sense of political efficacy;
textbooks give unrealistic pictures of goverllJllent and fail to encourage
enlightened methods of instruction; students who do not take courses
learn relat.ively the same as those who do; the transfer of classroom
instruction to real life is considered negligible; adolescents learn
socio-political attitudes and actions through peer groups and in their
general environment rather than in classrooms.

Developmental Pattern Extends
Beyond School Years
One of course needs to be aware of the fact that both the method
used and the hypotheses or variables examined by the researcher
influence his findings.

wi11

In some of the studies reviewed above,

conclusions appear to be drawn, or relationships proposed, on the basis
of tenuous findings.

But it would appear that the high school years

are ''plateau" years for the majority of students politically speaking,
certainly as regards formal efforts

on

the part of schools.

Even

courses labeled American Problems, presumably updated in method, make
little impact.
Two studies have given new insights for consideration.

One

previously alluded to suggests that there is a longer span of political
socialization than earlier researchers first thought.

The other has

found that certain types of political learning come at different stages
of adolescence.
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As research data and analysis accumulate, more sophisticated
developmental patterns can be traced out.

Jennings and Richard Niemi

studied the 196.5 University of Michigan data and determined that there
is a variety of ltdevelopmental sequences.n

They first made a chart of

the "dominant thinking about the nature of political leaming•42 which
showed that the high school years are too late to attempt further
political socialization.

They grant that the basics of political support

such as partisan preference and allegiance to country, probably are
crystallized before high school, but they found that whereas 6% of
Greenstein's New Haven eighth graders could cite party differences�

16% of the Michigan sample of seniors could note broad ideological
differences; this, they say, shows that cognitive capacities are
increased during high school.43

Likewise they point out that elementary

school level descriptions of a good citizen describe only those who have
good interpersonal relationships and proper social behavior whereas b y
th e twelfth grade more political descriptions are given.

Their finding

that parents and young adults were much more cynical than high school
seniors, who were in turn more cynical than elementary level students,
may lend support to their theory that high school is part of a transition
or expanded pattern of development.44

42M. Kent Jennings and Richard G. Niemi, "Patterns of Political
inion and Behavior: Ess s and Studies
Learning," in Political
eds. Edward c. Dryer and Walter A. Rosenbaum California: Wadsworth
Publishing Company Inc., 1970), P• 141.
4J�., P• 149.

44Ibid., PP• 15.5-156.
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Gradually, more political scientists see this expanded pattern of
development with critical changes and developments occurring over the
life cycle as more typical of a person's political socialization than
the earlier findings had indicated.45

There are, however, few

longitudinal studies yet made which examine whether such things as
efficacy or liberal-conservative participative orientations change as
the same individuals grow older.
One very significant study, though it is not longitudinal, does
give evidence that there are measurable changes during the adolescent
period.

Joseph Adelson

and

Robert 0 'Neil reported in 1966 their

investigation of children eleven to eighteen years of age.

They traced

the growth of political ideas, especially the development of a "sense
of community," and the capacity for social

and

political thinking.

They

found the eleven and thirteen year olds to be "egocentric politically."
By this they meant they treat political. issues in a concrete .fashion,
cannot transcend a purely personal approach to matters which require
a

sociocentric perspective, are tied to

the

present, and cannot

envision long-range social consequences nor reason fl:oom premises.
Although

the

thirteen year olds had made advances toward a sense of

c"c:mirnunity they could not use this new awareness with "consistent
effectiveness.u46

45patrick, Dawson and Prewitt, Almond and Verba,
all take this view.

Hyman

46Joseph Adelson and Robert O'Neil, "The Growth of Political
Ideas in Adolescence:
The Sense of Community," Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, IV (September, 1966), PP• 297, JOS.
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'!Wo styles of reasoning appeared in fifteen year olds:

(1)

the

capacity to reason consequentially, to trace out the long-range
implications of various courses of action; (2) a readiness to deduce
specific choices from general principles.

Between the ages of fifteen

and eighteen there was little change.47
This theory of political maturation is supported in a sense by
Fred Greenstein's finding that adolescents experience a slow process
of "de-idealization" whereby the sordid political practices disclosed
in newspapers, on

TV, or through informal family discussions is

contradicted by political ideals preached at school, church, or home.48
When taken together, recent studies have an incremental finding
that says polltical orientations are formed over a longer span of a
person's life than just the early .formative years as was first surmised
from initial political socialization research.

Although late research

shows there are levels of political thinking that are not possible until

a certain maturity is reached

and

the capacity for such thought is not

fully developed until the early high school years, at present the
high school years appear to be only plateau years politically speaking.

47�., PP• 6o, 64.
48Fred I• . Greenstein,
University Press, 1965.
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CHAPTER III
DECISION MAKJNG:

A PROPOSAL FOR CIVIC EDUCATION

New Goals of Educators and Political. Scientists
By exanining the old and new goals of educators and political

scientists and applying the relevant findings described in Chapter II,
a significant new goal for citizenship education at the secondary level
appears to be that of instil.J.ing a lmowledge of and skill in the processes
of decision making.

Therefore we propose to describe specific objectives

of such a goal and set forth some methods that could be suitable for
implemen ting the desired objectives.
What should be the goals of citizen education?

Three political

scientists in recent years (the 196o1s) have made surveys of the
political education literature and attempted to delineate the goals or
objectives that were either implied or described.

One of these, Litt,

saw the goals as encouraging a "bland, consensual view of American
govermnent" which he felt might have been important for "Irish American
innnigrants," but probably is
and allegiant grandchildren.

no

In

longer necessary for their "assimilated"
his opinion the goals also implied

that good citizens need only use rational processes to solve political
problems and should be specialist-intellectualists who remained above
partisan politics.49

49Edgar Litt, "F.ciucation and Political Enlightenment in America,0
of Political and Social Science
in The Annals of the American Acad
, PP• 32-33.
CCCLXI
SeptEl'!lber, 19
22
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But Patrick and Langton, who surveyed in separate studies,
the literature on civics-type education instruction and were fairly well
agreed on their findings, fol.ll'ld more direction toward teaching political.
action in civics courses.

S\D'lllTled up, the goals ares

(l) an increased

political knowledge about institutions and processes; (2) an increased
political interest;

(3)

an increased sense of political efficacy and

desire to participate;

(4)

an increased civic tolerance; ( ) a decreased
5

political cynicism.50

Patrick discerningly observes that the goals he

found evolved when the country was reacting against McCarthyism aIXl

before dissent had taken on forms of violence. 5

1

Most of the research findings reported in Chapter II used objectives
similar to those of Patrick and Langton, although a close examination
would show that each researcher has varied in his view of good citizen-ship.
Before the "new social studies" movE111ent of the mid-19501 s
began, the school in general considered the good citizen to be the
student who had good deporbnent and got along well with his fellow
students.

When he became an adult, if he voted, was law-abiding, and

provided support for those dependent upon him he had been properly
socialized politicaJ.Jy.52

Th.is would agree With Litt's finding of the

5<>patrick, Political Socialization of American Youth;
Langton, Political Socialization.
51Ibid., Patrick, P• 15 .
52Paul Tillett, "Teaching and Creative Citizenship," Political
Science in the Social Studies, ed. Donald H. Riddle and Robert E.
Cleary (Washington, D.C.: National Council for the Social Studies
()6th Yearbook), 1966), P• 297.

desire for well assimilated citizens.

Character-building and respect

for rules and authority were the essentials for good citizenship.53

The

methods used in civics-type courses generally consisted of a study of
the structure and form of government with

an

attendant appreciation for

it that was fostered to the point of near hallowedness.

Also

according

to Cox and Massialas the knowledge that was dealt with was "treated as
the finished products of social historical research. "54
Advocates of the new social studies saw a need for "the broadest
possible spectrum of knowledge about human behavior" and "knowledge of
the teclmique s of systematic inquiry and the process of evaluation. n55
It is interesting to compare these newer goals of the educators
with those arrived at by the 1970 APSA committee referred to earlier.
By the summ er of 1971, the committee made public certain basic purposes

for Pre-Collegiate Education as they, political scientists, saw them.
Condensed somewhat they are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

Teach about "realities" as well as expose students to
cultural ideals about American democracy.
Transmit knowledge about political behavior and processes
as well as formal governmental institutions and legal
structures.
Transmit knowledge about other political systems.
Develop the capacity to th.ink about political phenomena
in conceptually sophisticated ways.
Develop an understanding of and skill in the process of
social scientific :inquiry.

"ffeiJ

53Hess says
central goal.s of citizenship training have
often been building character, instilling obedience to rules and laws,
and developing respect for the authority of the school and society."
Robert D. Hess, "Political Socialization in the Schools, " Harvard
Educational Review, XXXVIII (Summer, 1968), P • 531.
PP •

54APS Cormiittee, �Political Education
4.34-437.

in

the Public Schools,"

55cox and Massialas, Social Studies in the United States, p. 3.
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r.

g.
h.

Foster the capacity to make explicit and analyze norma
tive judgements about political decisions and policies.
Help students understand the sources of their own political
attitudes and values and critically analyze the personal
and social implications of alternative values.
Develop within students an understanding of the skills
needed to participate ef!�ctively and democratically in
the life of the society.5b
That these goals have inherent in them the teaching of values or

attitudes might be denied, but

if

one assumes, as we have, that citizen

ship education is political socialization that has direction, then one
has crossed into the realm of making choices (as to direction) since
values determine choices.
Many

of us rebel at the suggestion that there be any formal

attempt to manipulate the social environment to inculcate particular
values or implement certain goals.

As

Langton points out, "Somehow the

'natural ' or more accurately, the random socialization process has
taken on a moral quality of its own," but he says this "overlooks the
fact that considerable social manipulation, for better or for worse,
is taking place anyway, n57 i.e., students will be politically socialized
by someone.
Although the specific values of teachers compared with those of
their students have shown a weak correlation, political scientists are
concluding that certain political type behavior and attitudes are being
fostered by schools.58

Litt found each of his three communities orienting

56APs Committee, "Political Education in the Public Schools,"

PP •

434-437 .

57Langton, Political Socialization,
58�. ,

P•

169.

P•

17 5.
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their youth toward a political. role outlook.

Hess and Tomey concluded

that the consequences of teacher preoccupation with authority and
conformity were inimical to democratic objectives of instruction.
They saw this tYPe of socialization oriented toward authoritarian
values rather than toward acceptance and understanding of the need for
active participation in a political system.59

Likewise Patrick says,

"Conformity, docility, and unquestioning obedience in the school can
lead to parallel behavior :in political. situations outside of school."6o
Studies of the political socialization process of other countries
have revealed dangers in a11owing undue subjectivity to enter into the
schools' socialization process.

Examples of programs that became

institutionalized and coordinated via the schools are Hitler' s Youth
League and the Young Pioneers of the Soviet Union.61

The relatively

frequent collapse of political systems and their replacement

by

new

types of regimes in our age have encouraged the study of those forces
that contribute to the destruction of existing political. regillles and the
stability of both old and new ones, 6

2

but thoughtful persons would

surely agree that obsession with mass conformity has inherent possibilities
for the demonic.

59Robert D. Hess and Judith v. Tomey, The Development of Political
Attitudes in Children (Chicago: ALDINE Publishing Company, 1967), P• 110.
6opatrick, Political Socialization of American Youth, P• 30.
6lnawson, Political. Socialization, P• 30.

62Dav:id Easton and Robert Hess, "Youth and the Political System,"
in Culture and Social Character, eds. Seymour Martin Lipset and Leo
Lowenthal (New York: Free Press, 1961)1 PP• 226-227.
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Whether for good or ill, there appear s to be litt1e conflict
the goals of educators or political scientists.

in

Summed up, both agree

upon the continued need .for knowledge combined with the development of
skills for the ability to act in some political way.

Strangely,

neither political scientists nor educators seemed inclined to advocate
goals, such as the increase of interest, the desire to participate,
the sense of efficacy, civic tolerance, or the decrease in cynicism
which Patrick and Langton found and most researchers tested.
might be argued that these would result
new purposes

in

mind.

!f

It

courses were taught with the

PartJ.y because many of the proposed goals would

be almost beyond present capacities for measurE1Dent and partJ.y because
they also stay above the vicissitudes of a society • s inclinations,
both the

APSA

and "new social studies" goals may remain more timely and

serve as reliab1e guides to which to return.
Civics-type courses, judging from the research, have done a
fairly adequate job of transmitting know.Ledge, and indications are that
such lmowledge is being expanded to include not only the realities of
the United States system but also that of other countries.

But whether

such courses add to a student ' s participation skil1s is questioned by
most observers.

Almost all found the desire to participate to be

increased only slightly, although it is always debatable whether having
a skill increases one ' s desire to use it.

Description of the ProPosal
Before outlining a proposal that i s in keeping with the new
ability-to-participate goal, especially a s described by political

28
scientists, it should be noted that some see political scientists a s
relying to o completely on the resuJ.ts o f their examination of political
socialization.
exclu sively

Admittedly, the research thus far has found almost

�

or

!!!!:!!

children learn but not much about how they have

learned their political orientations; i.e., how they have become
politically socialized.

Likewise honesty forces the recognition of

Greenstein ' s observation that " • • • there

are

• • • rather knotty

problems in moving from the findings in a body of empirical research to
3
their implications for practical programs.''6

But having examined the results of formal education and having
sensed a need, political scientists are making proposals for the
direction or content of secondary level courses.

While not going .so

far as to agree with Shirley Engle that "decision making should afford
the structure around which social studies instruction should be
organized"

64

or with Robert Cleary who believes that "Concentrating on

a specific decisional unit on some

given

policy question and then tracing

the path of action by 'Which the policy decision was formulated • • •

will best provide a focus for the study of .American Govemment; n65 they
63
Patrick, Political Socialization of American Youth, P•

61.

64shirley H. Engle, "Decision Makings The Heart of Social
Studies Instruction, " Social :Education, XXIV (November, 196o), p. 303.

6
5Robert E. Cleary, ".American Government, " Political Science in
the Social Studies, eds. Donald H. Riddle and Robert E. Cleary
(Washington, D.C . : National Council for the Social Studies, 36th
Yearbook, 1966), P• 136.
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point out as Shaver does that a citizen carries out his citizenship
by making decisions at the polls and on committees and, therefore, that
learning to deal with the questions central to political decision
making is an essential ingredient of citizenship education .

66

Briefiy defined, decision making as an objective of citizenship
education should:

(l) develop an awareness of the effect of each

person' s decisions as a citizen; (2) give insight into how personal and
organizational decisions are made; (3) teach the skills necessary for
high quality responsible decisions.

67

Each student shou1d understand the decisions he makes as a person.
If he knows that citizens have been analyzed as taking roles of
"participant," "subj ect, " or "paroachiaJ."

68

he will be aware of his

66
shaver, "Refiective Thinking, Values, and Social Studies
Textbooks," P• 228 . Patrick also says " • • • to improve political
socialization through formal instruc'tdon wou1d involve a revision
of current civics and goverrnnent courses • • • giving high school
youth considerable opportunities for meaningful decision making. "
Patrick, Political Socialization of American Youth, P• 67.
67
shirley Engle sees two levels of decision making. One is
deciding what a group of descriptive data mean, how they may be
sunnnarized and what principles they suggest. The other is the level
of policy determination, which requires a synthesis of facts,
principles, and values usual.ly not all found on one side of any
question. Engle, 11Decision Making: The Heart of Social Studies
Instruction, " p. 301. It is mainly to the second level that the
spokesmen for political science are suggesting efforts be directed.
68
Almond and Verba describe three types of citizens: (1)
Paroachial--persons who have no conception of the po litical system as
an entity and therefore expect nothing from it; (2) Subject--persons
who are oriented toward the output aspects of their political systElll
but have no orientation toward the inputs nor see themselves as
active participants; (3) Participant-persons oriented to both the
output and input aspects of the political system. Almond and Verba,
The Civic Cu1ture, PP• 17-20.
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actions in the political system and recognize the role he has chosen to
take.

If he evolves as "paroachial" or "apathetic," he should realize

he has made a political choice.

If he chooses to participate, there

will be many choices or decisions to make such as how much to become
involved, whether the activity is worthwhile, how to be effective,
whether to remain on the "outside" as an advocate or to take an
official decision making position where compromises will need to be
made.

Through an honest examination of his personal values he should

9
see the basis for his choices and how his decisions ref'lect them,6
and that the quality of his choices, whi1e contingent on factual
information and estimates of consequences, are

to a large degree

dependent, as Robert Dahl suggests, on his standard of values . 70
There are certain basics to the process of making decisions that
apply for an individual or a group .

The method of "critical inquiry"

or "reflective thinking," usually attributed to John Dewey, has five
step s to follow in resolVing a problem.

With numerous variations these

five steps--identify, clarify, form solutions, reason the merits of the

9
6 A course has been developed for teaching about decision
Half of the twelfth grade is devoted to "Man
making in California.
as a Decision Maker" but the emphasis is on how others make decisions,
the effect of those decisions on citizens and how citizens might
influence the decision with no apparent goal of helping students to
make good decisions themselves. Study Conmittee to the State Curriculum
Connnittee and the Califomia State Board of FA.ucation, Proposed Social
Sciences Education Framework for California Public Schools (Sacramento:
California State Department of Education, 19 0).
7
70Robert A. Dahl, Modern Political Ana1ysis (New Jersey :
Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 19 5), P• 99.
6
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solution, test the solutions--have become universally acknowledged. 71
But not only is the resolution of problems needed; guidance

on

to think about or look for, " as Harold Lasswell suggests, is
necessary.72

"what

also

Any choice but to do nothing requires adoption of or

connnitment to a plan of action as well as the sometimes overlooked
actual implementation.

Ideally, reevaluation should also occur.

Even students who never become politically oriented

will ,

at

some time, no doubt find instruction in the process of decision making
beneficial but effective citizenship training requires that students be
introduced to the ways

and

means of group decisions, and/or political

decisions.
What makes a decision political?

Roger HilS11Jan gives three

characteristics of a political process:
(1) The issue or problem confronted requires the reconciliation
both of a diversity of values and goals and of alternative
means and policies.
(2) There are competing groups 'Who are identified with these
alternatives, goals and policies.
(3) The relative power of participating groups is as relevant
to the final decision as the wisdom of the arguments. 73
New insights into political decisions have come mainly through
"community power studies."
discovered

new

Through them political scientists have

aspects to consider.

71John Dewey, How We
1933) , PP• 107-117.

Think

Who

initiates?

(Boston:

Who

influences?

D.C. Heath and Company,

�

72Harold D. Lasswell, A Pre-View of Polic Sciences (New York:
American Elsevier Publishing Company, 1971), P• •
73Roger HiJ.sman, "The Foreign-Policy Consensus: An Interim
Research Report" in Politics and Social Life, eds. Nelson W. Polsby1
Robert A. DentJ.er, Paul A. Smith (Boston: Houghton Mif.f'l.in Company,
1963), P• 393.
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Who has the power? These are questions to which they feel students
·
should be exposed. 74
Relatively few of the skil.ls necessary for decision making are
Once basic communication sldJ.ls are acquired, the student should

unique.

be helped

to

recognize factual information from that which is value laden,

understand his own thoughts and feelings as well as those of others,
discipline his emotions but articulate his thoughts, and analyze
decision making as a process.

The complexity of governmental. decisions

should be shown followed by illustrations of how "systems anal.ys;is,"
"computer simulation," or "contextual mapping, '' which are provi.ded b7
machines and experts, must be relied upon.

That interest in decision

making has mushroomed is evidenced by the fact that the tenn "policy
science" has been added to the vocabulary of political science and has
seemingly become a new field of study.
Based on a general review of the literature of both political
science and education, the following goals for a decision making unit
stand out:

1.

Instruction in reflective thinking or inquiry with the

examination and analysis of data followed by the evolution of generalizations and alternatives.
2.

Good articulation of one' s views as well as constructive

exchange with those of opposing views.
3.

Awareness of one ' s attitudes and values and those of others

and of the fact that dichotomies or conflicts exist.

74Hopefully, the average high school student
bogged in the pluralist-elite debate.

will

not become
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Recognition of realities; e.g., all cannot participate in

4.

every decision, experts will o.f.'ten have
sources may need

to

to

be relied upon, information

be examined, good decisions require time and effort,

the decisional mandate does not assure implementation.
Recognition of the advantages ( usually the ideas are bettor)

5.

and limitations of group decisions (they are slow and not always morally
the best) .
6.

Development of a sense of social causation whereby an inter-

relatedness can be seen of the consequence of one' a actions on others
and vice versa.
1.

Understanding public

a.

and

private regardingness.

Opportunities for participation through role playing or

real life situations.
9. Realization that decision making is ongoing, val.ue priorities

may have

to

be reestablished as circumstances are altared, and decisions

made now can significantly affect future generations.75
10.

Seeing the need for both conflict or controversy and

compromise.
Is there any evidence that decision making as proposed here would
best be taught at a certain age or grade level? Before examining any
research, the type of learning expected
Students are asked

to think

to

take place must be recalled.

renoctively, examine values, understand

social causation, and recognize dichotomies, which means a high level
75Recently some political scientists have advocated the incl.usion
of the new studies of "futuristics" in programs.

of intellectual sophistication must have been reached.

Two conclusions,

one from a famed psychologist, and one from political socialization research
referred to earlier, are very pertinent to help answer "what age?n76
Jean Piaget describes four stages of intellectual development of
which the last two are pertinent to our question.

During the ages of

eleven or twelve years, he says "a child needs to manipulate objects in
order to arrive at a problem solution. "

But by the age of fif'teen or

sixteen the skills of abstract reaso�g have usually been mastered.77
Adelson and O ' Neil likewise found it was not until the age of fifteen
that the capacity to reason consequentially and the ability to deduce specific
choices from general principles appeared.

Speaking from the standpoint of

political socialization they agreed with Piaget that little change in capacity
for social and political thinking took place after the age of fifteen.78
The answer to our question, then, is that as decision making is
described here, it is most appropriate for the fifteen or sixteen year
old student who is probably about a junior in high school.

Likewise,

its effectiveness is also predicated on the student ' s having had a prerequisite stud¥ which included the American party system and the role of
political parties, voting behavior, the independent voter, interest groups,
and the nature of representative government.
76.niis author recentJ.y made a survey of upper secondary school
teachers. Ninety percent of the teachers surveyed saw these goals as
valid for their social studies instruction. See Appendix.
77oross, "Problem-Centered Social Studies instruction,"

P•

74.

78Adelson and O ' Neil, "The Growth of Political Ideas in Adolescence, "
In the teacher survey made by this author teachers were asked to
make a preference as to the suitability of the ten goals listed on pages
32-33. The grade levels of 10/11/12 were found to be signj1icantJ.y
preferred over the 8/9 level. See Appendix.
P•

302.

CHAPTER IV
SUGGESTED METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
Is Problem Solving Enough?
The teaching of decision making concepts could be dispersed
throughout one or several courses but a unit in which attention is
focused on individual and group decisions, especially as they pertain
to political life, is proposed as the preferred method.79

As will be

seen shortly, a full semester unit would be the optimum; however,
smaller units could be adapted to the needs of established courses.
Introducing the unit as supplemental material

to

courses on International

Relations or Social Problems courses should prove valuable.

However,

our main concern is to help invigorate and make viable the civies type
courses now being offered in the maj ority of the United States high
schools.
Using the goals proposed earlier

and

assessing various methods

for teaching secondar
3 social studies, a combination of several methods
would appear to allow the full maximum rewards of each method while
countering the disadvantages that each one has.

79The APSA Committee recommends units.
APS Connnittee,
"Political Education in the Public School , " p. 454 . Of the teachers
surveyed by this author
thought that using the ten goals of
decision making in their present courses was a better way to

64%

operationalize them than teaching them in a specially designed unit.
See Appendix.
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A cursory look at civics instruction literature immediately shows
that one method has accompanied the new social studie s--problem solving •
.

As interest in decision making increases it is added to discussions
about problem solving and gradually they have become almo st synonymous.
A review of the evolution of problem solving offers some explanation
for thi s finding .
In

1958

Richard Gross, the head of the curriculwn committee of the

National Council for the Social Studies, co-authored 'What was probably
the definitive textbook on citizenship education at the secondary level.
The general thrust of the book was
"problems approach. "

to

encourage teachers to use the

Basically this is done by using the five steps

of John Dewey referred to earlier.

The chapter discussing civics-

type courses was swnmarized as suggesting that "the skill of critical
thought" and "an attitude of self-discipline" should be developed for
the purpo ses of problem solving.BO

As described, the approach has

unquestionable assets--allowing a student to recognize his own feelings
about a "problem;" to see the difficulty of resolution if there are
strong differences of opinion; and to realize the need for compromises.
However, the approach implies that this is the way political decisions
are made or can be if the decision makers become rational.

By 1971 Gross states that the student should be made aware of
the "practical limitations of the problem-solving approach" and of the
"social forces and the organizational structures in society, '' with the
initial task confronting the teacher being that of creating the state of

BOGross, "Educating Citizens for DemocracJ)"

P• 273.
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uncertainty or doubt in the mind of the student.81

No doubt political

science research has exposed many of the myths of the more idealized
view of the political world.

Gross even states that the student

will sense "that a life of inquiry will lead to difficulties both
personal and occupationai. n 82
Although retaining the label of problem solving, Gross delineated
a more expanded view of what it included, adding more of the aspects
of decision making.

This more inclusive definition, Gross says, might

include decision theory which he describes as the outlining of the
essential variables and essential information necessary for the mald.ng
of a decision.

But he concludes that "it may represent that part of the

3
procedure about which we as educators need to be least concerned.11 8
It may be that discussion on the topic is becoming mired in
semantics.

For example, Byron Massialas in a recent preface to his

examination of government and history textbooks states that intelligent
decision making is an acceptable goal of social studies instruction
and that the process of inquiry--def'ined as "the active, persistent, and
careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the
light of the grounds that support it a?Xl the further conclusions to
which it tends"84-provides the best means for attaining this goal.
Yet he describes a textbook which he says makes the inaccurate

81Gross,

"Problem-Centered Social Studies Instruction, " P•

82Ibid.
BJibid. , P • 7 2.
84Massialas,

"Preface , " p. 7.

59.
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analogy of comparing the problem solving method with decision making in
government.

85

On close analysis it would appear that, ironical.1y, the scientific
8
method 6 has guided civic education toward too narrow a path in that it
has inherent in it a feeling that men will be rational; alternatives are
there for the asking; and when al1 see both sides there wiJ.l be a best
solution.

It forgets:

there are power relationships;

conflict among

those who hold strong values make compromise difficult; time may
limited as well as information.

be

Problem solving would appear to have

ignored the so-call.ad gray area which in some respects is the heart of
politics.
Case Study Method
The tools of problem solving undeniably are needed and are, or
should

be, basic to good decision making.

However, to help students

analyze the gray area or value laden area case studie s are valuable.

8
5Massialas,

"We Are the Greatest1" PP• 187-88 .

8
6Gross makes an insightful analysis of the place of the
scientific approach when he describes two tyPes of problem solving
procedures, the algorithm and the heuristic.
The algorithm is a process
in which a formula, if followed accurately, guarantees a style of
solution to the problem, i.e. success is achieved if one "plugs in"
the right ingredients.
An heuristic process offers a general rather
He says
than specific stratagin or style of attack for a problem .
the "literature of professional education which deals with the issue
of learning to be a problem solver has virtually ignored • • • ,Lthe

fact tha!l'

the strategy of learning an algorithm and that of

developing an heuristic are altogether different learning tasks."
Gross, "Problem-Centered Social Studies Instruction," P• 71.
•

•

•
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Through them a real or hypothetical situation is given (in which there
are usually value conflicts) and the students are encouraged to engage
in analysis and discussion whereby they arrive at what they believe is
"right" or "wrong" for the situation.

The controversy must be clearly

established for purposive learning to take place.
With each student having the same facts about the case, a
solution is not especially a goal but rather insight into values
and their application.

If cases are well written and teachers alert to

their learning potential then several of the ten goals of a decision
making unit should be possible.

It the desire or need for order i s

challenged by those wishing to protect individual freedom, say in a
community case study, then an awarenes s of dichotomies or value conflicts
should be seen.
should increase.

If there i s a good exchange of ideas articulation skills
Most cases will expose the student to public and

private regardingness.

However a disadvantage is that students do not

have to project themselves.

Since they are talking about someone else,

involvement may be hard to foster.

Without emotional involvement the

need for discipline may not be apparent nor will there be incentive to
seek more information.

Simulation Games Method
With a background of problem solving and value analysis as
preparation, students should be ready to assume roles in ldlich they
act out parts in the decision making process.

As its name indicates,

in role playing the student assumes a role of someone other than
himself and,

usually in a group situation, acts out the part.

How the

role is played depends upon the anticipated learning experience.
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Closely related to role playing and somewhat
it is simulation.

an

outgrowth

of

Since for many the term simulation suggests

computers must be used and calling a method game playing connotes
frivolity, the term simulation games has been adopted
behavioralists.

by

educators and

With simulation games roles are acted out but in a

social simulation as nearly life like as is possible.

A situation is

used which represents some functioning of sCllle real process or system.87
In simulation games the env:i.rorunent is delineated so the game is :manageable and rules are spelled out.
bad storm
Game.

on

Elements of chance are added such a s a

the night of a big election rally in a Community Activities

Most experimenters agree the real learning takes pl.ace in

debriefing sessions which immediately follow the game.88
Si:rnulation games offer a 1.mique opportunity for achieving
several of the ten goals of decision making.

Recognition of realities

such as that experts may have to be relied upon, or that good decisions
require time and effort, or that information sources may need to be
examined could result, as well a s discovery of the advantages and disadvantages of group decisions, and the development of constructive
exchange with those of opposing views.

(It is suggested that the actors

be matched as nearly as possible to their

own

views so they will feel

their parts . )

87wuliarn A. Nesbitt, Simulation Games for the Social. Studies
P•
Classroom (n.p.:
Foreign Policy Association,

19 71),

88�.,

Sarane s. Boocock and

Games in Learning (California:

E. o.

6.

Schild, eds . , Simulation

Sage Publications Inc.,

1968).

An acknowledged valid learning theory states that interest
increases learning and most evaluations of simulation games rate this
method very high in this respect.89

Likewise the research finding that

independently derived principles are more transferrable than those in
which the principle is given to the student would suggest that simulation
overcomes perhaps better than other methods suggested thus far the
earlier mentioned problem of transfer.

Skills of bargaining, negotiation

and compromise are usually learned and competition in the game creates
excitement and interest.
But values may get lost in trying to plot strategies.

The

advantage of a well defined enviromnent likewise may elicit a misleading
sense of knowing "all about" a situation.
peer roles are hard to keep out.

Some experimenters have noted

The disadvantage of problem solving--

that it shows only how something ought to come out--is reversed and
the ought or ideal may not be examined.

Another disadvantage which

L. G. Anderson and M. G. Hermann found when comparing the case study
method with the simulation method is that those who occupied less
important roles became bored. 90
School Experience Method
A

new and innovative proposal has come from the High School

89Anderson ( see footnote 9 ); Boocock; Nesbitt. Boocock reports
0
that games have been found unusually effective with under-achievers
since they are stimulated to almost unconsciously think through problems,
concepts, and be creative. Boocock and Schild, Simulation Games in
Learning, P• 256.
90L. F. Anderson and M. G. Hermarm, "A Comparison of Simulation,
Case Studies and Problem Papers in Teaching Decision Making,"
(Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern UniversitQ, 1964, mimeographed).
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Political Science Curriculum project at Indiana University.

It has

students observe and analyze school organizations such as newspaper
staffs, math clubs, or student governments, looking especially for
relationships between communication and decision making .

Then they

test their generalizations, based on previous lalowledge building, by
using various types or degrees of participation. 91
This actual involvement on the part of students would have most
of the same unique advantages of simulation games:

high interest

rating (because it is a part of their peer group world); recognition of
political realities such as that time and knowledge are required for
good decision making and some persons have more infl.uence than others;
recognition that a healthy exchange of ideas is valuable; development of
an awareness of one ' s own values and those of others.

Related to the

last advantage would be one unique to a school political experience
It is that you would be stating and defending your own ideas.

method.

A decided plus is that the problem of peer group ini'l.uences, rather
than being a hindrance, can be analyzed and discussed.
Just as the other methods each have their disadvantages,
discouragement is liable

to

result from Gillespie ' s method since as

" • • • under
is noted in The Adolescent Citizen
J the student council
the best conditions serves as an advisory body to the principal and
perhaps as

an

arbiter 0£ specified student activities under his

9
supervision. 11 2

Gillespie would

no

doubt counter this criticism with

1nillespie, "Instructional Uses of School Political Experiences . "
9
�ranklin Patterson, "Citizenship and the High School :
9

Representative Current Practices, " in Patterson, Adolescent Citizen, P •

167.
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the fact that she feels the method "will produce changes in the social
and political fabric of schools ."93 ·

However, if student s do fail to

experience efficacy the adolescent cynicism cited in Chapter II may
only be compounded.

Related somewhat to this aspect is a finding

reported by the University of Wisconsin that those students who occupied
less important roles in political games tended to be bored.94
Consensus could easily be found that says students should be
encouraged toward adult social purposes and interests and it will need
to be examined carefully to see if use of Gillespie ' s method exclusively
(as she proposes) would tend to remove the adolescent from the mainstream of the significant civic, social and economic life of the
community in which he lives.
A study of and participation in community decision making
( usually referred to as "laboratory experiences") would answer this
challenge but this method, under the present conditions of community
decision making, would appear to allow for very few of the ten goals
to be implemented.

The time span from initiation to implementation of

most local policies is longer than one semester.

It is doubtful. that

student participation in actual decision making processes would be

In summarizing the results of a survey of nearly 7,000 high school
students, a principal finding reported by Al.an Westin was that the
students felt they were denied any "meaningful share in its rule making
procedures. " Alan Westin quoted in APS Committee, "Political Education
in the Public Schools , tt p . 446.

P•

5.

93Gillespie , "Instructional Uses of School Political Experiences, "

94Anderson and Hermann, "A Comparison of Simulation, Case
Studies and Problem Papers in Teaching Decision Making, " P• 14.
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accepted in a community.

As Gillespie says, because of the diverse and

uncontrollable environment the matching of principles learned in the
classroom with participation experiences outside the classroom becomes
"extremely difficult.n95
Candid researchers of recent years have acknowledged that t.mti.1
studies can be made of various methods of teaching citizenship it will
be hard to defend one as better than another.

Whether the effects are

long lasting would seem to be a better test than an immediate reaction
just after completion of a course or method.

Until more funds become

available, probably longitudinal study will remain sparse.
A commendable effort has been made to use scientific methods
measure

two

associates.

to

methods of teaching decision making by Anderson and his
In their comparison of case studies with simulation they

concluded simulation was better.

They made no attempt to try out a

combination of the two.
The Indiana University High School Curriculum Center in Government
whose ninth grade pi1ot course used a combination of simulation,
traditional study and case study (in that order) found the course to be
lfbest suited for more able

and

academically inclined students96 which

would support evidence presented here earlier that the tweli'th grade
is a better grade to teach decision making.

PP •

95Gillespie, "Instructional Uses of School Political Experiences,"
1-2.

9�orris M. Sanders and Marlin L. Tanck, "A Critical Appraisal
of Twenty-Six National Social Studies Projects," Social Education,
XXXIV (April, 1 70), P • 430.
9
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Lest the point be forgotten, it should be pointed out that
whether a method "works" still depends considerably upon the teacher.

In

other ways the community and family too contribute to the overall

effectiveness of any school experiments .

This proposal suggests ways

to give pupils the desire and the tools for responsible citizenship .
Whether they becane responsible citizens still depends upon a
multitude of variables.

CHAPTER V
CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THE PROPOSAL
The Growing Need for Decision Makers
Relatively few individuals ever have the opporttmity to be
public decision makers at the national or

even

state level, but in

the last five or ten years significantly more citizens are becoming
involved at the local level.

Some citizens liho only a few years ago

would hever have anticipated making public decisions find themselves
representing blacks, the poor, or women on various committees.
After about fifty years of the municipal re.form movement in

which centralization under a chief executive, professionalism, efficiency,
economy, and at-large elections were emphasized., new thinking on local
govenunent bas emerged which sees devolution of power, citizen control,
responsiveness, and neighborhood based political responsibility as
having merit.

In order for citizens to have a sense of some control

over their destiny and also to further their sense of responsibility

to

their local environment, students of local goverrunent as well as
prestigiou s commissions97 are advocating that residents become meaningfully
involved in the decision making process.

97These include: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations (1 67); National Advisory CoD111ission on Civic Disorders
9
(Kerner Camnission ) ; National Commission on Urban Problems (Douglas
Commission) .
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Experiments are being tried, in large cities especially, with
"little city halls," "advisory," "communitytt or "neighborhood" councils
making more of the decisions that affect them.

Kansas City, for instance,

has forty-five community councils whose concerns are the neighborhood
problsns.

9
Many cities have boards appointed by their mayor or councils. 8

The 1960 United States census listed 81,248 regular local
goverrunental units which included counties, municipalities, school
boards, and special districts.

99

If all the aforsnentioned neighborhood

councils, appointed boards, and these regular local governmental units
1
were assumed to have from five to twelve members 00 whose terms of
service averaged perhaps six to ten years, then the magnitude of the
need for decision makers on the local level becomes apparent.
That government in the United States is involved in many facets
of its citizens da:U.y lives is evidenced now

by

every five persons is employed in some manner
As Verba �ays :

the fact that one of

by

a governmental unit.

":t-bre of the life of the populace as a whole is affected

by goverrunental activities; their opportunities for bettering their
income, for preserving their health, for educating their children are

98
The city of Cleveland for instance, has fourteen. George J.
Little City Halls and other
Washnis, "Municipal Decentralization:
Neighborhood Facilities," The Municipal Yearbook 1971 (Washington, D.C. :
International City Management Assoc., 1971), PP• 11-12.

99u.s. Bureau of the Census, Census of Goverrunent: 1967, V,
Local Government in Metropolitan Area s, u.s. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D . c . , 1969, P• 1.

lO
OModel Cities Committees average forty-six members. n.n.,
"Citizens and Model Cities: Major Issues and Relationships, " The
Municipal Yearbook 1971 (Washington, D.C.:
International CityManagement Assoc., 1971), P• 14.
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mediated by governmental activity. nlOl

Because of this he says control

over major decisions in these spheres is of greater importance than it
would be in a society where most of such aspects of life are regulated
by the private sector.

Likewise, there could conceivably be considerable

value for those employed by government to learn the intricacies of public
decision making that often affect their working conditions, salaries, etc.
Whether participation is valuable was analyzed by the directors
of Model Cities programs in which scores of citizens participated in
major decision making processes for the first time in their lives.

The

directors felt that the rise in the feeling of efficacy was an important
result, although in some instances the expectations arose only to be
followed by the return of earlier frustrations.

It was found, however,

that often simplistic solutions were proposed for complex problems, and
to educate citizens to the complexities of the problem seemed al.most
impossible.
was minimal.

Thus they felt the input of solutions or manageable ideas
Yet a decided benefit was that "previously socially

and

politically isolated persons became outspoken and began to look at
problems in a critical, intellectual, .manner rather than an emotional
102
level. 11
The only survey that has attempted to measure a composite of
decision making capabilities of high school students was reported by the
.APSA committee.

The survey, by Westin and his colleagues at the Center

101sidney Verba, "Democratic Participation, " The Annals of the
.American Academy of Political and Social Science, CCCLXXIII(September,
1967), P• 58.
10211c
itizens and Model Cities, "

P•

15.

for Research and Education in American Liberties,

according to the

9
4

APSA Committee Report, found "a considerable lack of decision making
l
ability on the part of high school students." 03

However, the study

apparently included junior high students also, which,

as we have

indicated, may have expected more than that age was capable of.

From

the research it was concluded that "few students were able to perceive
alternative courses of action, view the problems from the perspective
of the other parties involved, appreciate the institutional or group
implications of the problem, or abstract the problems above a personal

l
level. " 04

These criteria are in keeping with the proposal set forth

here and could be accepted as a valid measurement of decision making.

In sum, more persons are being included in public decision
making but their capabilities for it have been found to be substantial.ly
limited.
Answers to Criticisms of Present Courses
"When compared with other types of upper level instruction
in civics-type courses, will decision making have any more impact?
Using the conclusions drawn from the research findings of present
courses, there would appear to be some advantages.
Redundancy should be reduced appr eciably since the information
acquired through all other sources would be put to use and evaluated,
not duplicated.

l
03Allen Westin and Deann Murphy, 11Civic Education in a Crisis
An Alternative to Revolution and Repression" (mimeographed,

Age:
September, 197 ) 1
0
Public Schools,"
l
04Ibid.

P•, ?t in
P• 444
•

APS Committee, 11Political Education in the
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Ideally many realities of the political world would have been
taught in a prerequisite course but actual decision making training
should make students aware of the complexity of even seemingly simple
issues and alert them to the dependence of both government and
individuals upon those with special knowledge and their attendant
potential for influence.
As the complexity of issues is seen, there should follow an
awareness that answers or solutions are seldom easy (or may even be
suspect if they are) which means compromises will be needed and dichotomies
If the idealism of youth can accept the realities of controversy

exist.

and complex solutions, hopefully the cynicism they reported can be
reduced.

Also, if the role of advocate is chosen, disillusiorunent may

be partially avoided through a realization that a substantial constituency
and/or resources (money, influence) plus a general acceptance or
legitimacy is needed for the ultimate victory that makes ideas reality.
If interest increases when subject matter i s more relevant, then
to enlighten students about the political significance of their individual
decisions and also the effect of governmental decisions upon them, should
decrease the finding reported previously of political apathy among
teenagers.

With the voting franchise usually less than a year away,

citizenship decisions should be more pertinent than during the years of
most of the surveys reported in Chapter II.
Almond and Verba, on the basis of their cross-cultural findings,
concluded that participatory experiences closer in time and fonn to the
operation of society ' s political system may tend to outweigh the impact
of early childhood political socialization concerning attitudes about
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political interest, involvement, and competency. l05 Earlier we referred
to this need for transfer.

The methods described for teaching

decision making should provide considerably more transfer than is
possible now in traditional courses.

As Saul notes, students need to

1earn to express an unpopular opi
· m.on

in
.

a group.106

Impediments to Overcome
Assessing the proposal from a more critical point of view
exposes limitations.

Adopting a unit or course devoted to decision

making would have both impediments to overcome and serious challenges
from educators and scholars.

The impediments center on the availabiJ.ity

of materials, background of teachers, difficulty of evaluation, and
placement in the total curriculum.
An

examination of lists of recent materials for high school

social studies revealed no reference to instruction in decision making.
There was an abundance of material for
or history at the secondary level.

the

problems approach to civics

As noted earlier, some of the

m.aterials would be very usef'ul but none of it would appear oriented to
a stuc:V of the decision making process. 107
l05Almond and Verba, The Civic Culture,

PP•

323-373.

lo6saul, 11The Relevance of Selected Psychological Data for
Citizenship Education," P• 21.a..

l07shaver reported that in no text was the necessity of the
restriction on rights put within the context of a continuing problem
for the u.s. society so that an awareness of the legitimate clash of
fundamental values would develop as well as the use of renective
thought to handle such political-ethical issues. Shaver, "Refiective
Thinking, Values and Social Studies Textbooks," P• 247. In describing
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F.ngle, in advocating decision making, sets forth a somewhat
unusual idea for using instructional materials.

He would have students

read 11vastJ.y larger quantities of factual information,"108 but do so
more rapidly with the purpose of getting general ideas or of locating
relevant information, replacing most of the memorizing required in most
present classes.

Under this proposal the textbook would become a

reference book similar to a rhetoric handbook.109
The role of the teacher has not been purposely ignored by this
writer' s study, for the student/teacher relationship is the focal point
of a school ' s formal educational program; but most of the studies thus
far of secondary level citizenship education have found that "teacher
performance did not significantly altar the curriculum affect. ,;uo
Teachers (in a course) were found not to transmit their values to
adolescents.

This is thought to be because they tend to avoid

controversial political subjects.

As Zeigler says, "they hesitate to

be critical. examiners of the polltical process. nlll The recent
the weaknesses it found, the APSA Committee said 11the majority of civics
and government curriculum materials currently in use either completely
ignore or inadequately treat not only traditionally important
political science concepts of freedom, sovereignity, consensus,
authority, [etcJ• • • but newer concepts such as • • • decision making
• • • " APS Connnittee, "Political Education in the Public Schools,"
P• 440.
l08F.n
gle, "Decision Making,"

l09Ibid. ,

P•

P•

304.

304.

1
10Langton, Political Socialization,

P•

169.

�armon Zeigler, The Political World of the High School Teacher
(Eugene : The Center for the Advanced Stuctr of Educational. Administration
·LU
niversity of Oregorf/, 1966), P• 93.
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Appalachian study referred to earlier showed, however, that when students
perceived the teacher to be 11oriented to political stimulus," the school
� ranked higher as an agent of political socialization.112

Evaluations

of the "new social studies" curriculum a few years after it had been
introduced revealed that the majority of teachers did not have the bac�
ground or training to present it wel ,113 and experimental pilot studies
1
using new methods and materials for civics-type courses have usually
been preceded by preliminary teacher training sessions.

Thus the

introduction of decision maldng would need to be preceded by retraining
courses or workshops for most teachers.114
Oddly, political science researchers would seem to have developed
rather sophisticated methods of examining lalowledge, attitudes, and
cognitive concepts for critiquing the effect of civics-type courses, but
many educators see evaluation or measuring the progress of individual
students exposed to the new social studies a serious problem.

In his

article, "The Evaluation of Effective Thinking," Dana Kurfntan says
"little has been done to evaluate the impact of educational games and
decision making activities.n115
ll2Herbert Hirsch, Poverty and Politicization (New York�
Free Press, 1971)1 P• 02.
1

The

11�fty percent of the secondary level teachers surveyed by this
author said they felt "considerable need for" more exposure to new ideas
and/or materials for teaching. See Appendix.

ll4Fif'teen percent of the teachers surveyed were rot "familiar
with" the "new social studies" methods. See Appendix.
115nana Kurfntan, "The Evaluation of Effective Thinking," in
Social Studies in the Seconda
Schools eds. William E. Gardner and
Fred A. Jolmson Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc. , 1970)1 P • 4o6. One
pmation acquired and one for behavior
suggestion i s a grade for inf�
andering from the point when
objectives achieved ( such as�fl
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Also, only

if

there is cuITiculwn articulation whereby decision

making i s fitted into a cohesive plan of study can it truly be an
effective part of citizenship education.
.
j
.
116
. .
vision.
require a ma or curri.culum re

Hard Challenges

from

As outlined, the proposal might

Authorities on Adolescence

Even if materials become available, teachers trained, or curricula
adjusted there are other challenges.

Mainly these revolve around the

receptivity on the part of the student.
For instance, there is a strongly substantiated theory that says
Especially persons

personality mainly detennines political behavior.

who assume the 11paroachial11 role have shown general personality traits
of alienation and cynicism . and the lack of self confidence.

117

Those

who have studied the personality-political behavior relationship generally
agree that "personality makes a contribution all of its own,nll-8 or as
Milbrajth says, "• • • persons who feel effective
environment al.so feel effective

in

in

dealing with their

dealing with government • • • "ll9

communicating or failure to allow or consider conflicting opinion).
Gross, Problem-Centered Social Studies Instruction, P• 24.
ll6rt should be noted that the proposal is best suited to local
government studies therefore state and national decision making may be
slighted.
117Lester w. Milbrath, Political Participation (Chicagoi
McNally, 1965), P• 78.

Rand

118aoberta s. Sigel, "Assumptions About the Learning of Political
Values, " in Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
CCCLXI (September, 1965), P • 7.
ll9Milbrath, Political Participatio� p. 78.
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Others who have studied or observed the adolescent citizen believe
that they are pressured by their peer group culture and it is difficult
to penetrate it.

Many teenagers are looking for their identity, and

it is difficult to interest them in the social issues of the day or
in "public regardingness.n

Until the actions of government become

important to them, they may have li ttJ.e motivation to be interested
in it.
On the other hand, if "irrational habits and prejudice attitudes
120
were well establishedtt
before the twelfth grade as Gross says, or
political orientations "crystallized" before a child enters high school
as Easton and Hess say, then civic education

:in

the late high school

years may be too late for any political socialization impact.
There is almost a subliminal theme running throughout the civics
education literature which is that non-academically inclined students
( subcultures may be an exception) have not been reached by traditional
methods nor are they likely to be so by the more abstract concepts of
new proposals such as problem solving (or decision making) .
noted

:in

As was

Chapter II more realistic objectives may need to be examined

for them.

120
Gross, Problem-Centered Social Studies Instruction,
101-102.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

With educators and political scientists, through their observations
and research, now arriv:ing at similar goals, the challenge of fulfilling
or developing programs for these goals is full of opportunities.
Whether a proposal for the teaching of decision making has
validity can only be speculative until it is tried and evaluated.
Although it appears to have answers for many of the reasons thought to
nullify the impact of present courses, it may be too idealistic to
become a reality in the classroom.

The many factors that would

influence its effectiveness--the teacher, school climate, conrnunity
. expectations--though affecting present classes, may determine even
more how well teenagers receive this new form of citizenship instruction�
Even the simple fact of a community being unusually homogeneous would
not al.low for full exploration of the possibilities inherent :in the
course.
Knowing that

70

percent of those who graduate from high school

will never be exposed again to civics-type education increases the
desire to help students perform as citizens.

Especially do those whose

backgrounds have been lacking in both encouragement and instruction for
being effective citizens need to be reached.

56
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The proposal outlined here is not in any way seen as a replace
ment for history courses that give perspective nor for those that give
general knowledge of political behavior but rather a s the opportunity
for learning the techniques of ultilizing such knowledge.

Just as

consumer education courses are now offered to help students be better
consumers, so decision making will help them become better citizens.
The intention of this proposal is not to manipulate students '
values (which is admittedly a danger), but rather to expose them to
many views, encourage them to analyze their
competency for their citizenship role.

own,

and help them gain
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APIX

APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH DESIGN FOR "A SURVEY
OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS TO DETERMINE THE
VALIDITY OF A DECI SION MAKING PROPO SAL . "

Purpose
To determine the v a l i d i t y of a decision making proposal
f rom t h e responses of secondary school social studies teachers.

Hypotheses Tested
A . The ten goa l s are valid goals for s o c i a l studies teachers.

B. The upper years o f h i gh school are the pref erred age for
presenting decis ion making.

c. Teachers now i n the f i eld would need a s s i stance i f
they used decision making as a goal .
D . Decision making should be presented as a u n i t rather
than taught in present classes.

Methodol ogy
Using the ten goals in chapter III o f t h i s t h e s i s as t h e
operational description of a d e c i s i o n making proposal, a two page
questionnaire was mailed in Apri l ,
teachers w i t h i n a sma l l ,
university.

1973,

to 5 7 social studies

semi rural area surrounding a midwcstern

Nearly a l l of the teachers surveyed taught in the upper

high school grades ( 9 - 1 2 ) and most of t h em taught c i v i cs-type
cou rses.*

Forty questionnaires were retur ned .

n a i r e i s attached.
*

Six taught only History or Sociology courses.
67

A samp l e question

68
Results of the Survey

Hypo t h e s i s A.
The ten goals are valid goals for
Social Studies teachers.
Ten Goals for Teaching
Goal
1
2a

I

Average

Yes

1

9 7 . 57.
90.0

No
2 . 57.
10.0

2b

95 . 0

s.o

3a

97 . 5

2 .5

3b

97 . o

3.0

4

83.0

17.0

5

87.5

12.5

6

95.0

5.0

7

72.5

27.5

8

92.5

7.5

9

85.0

1 5 .0

10

85.0

15.0
1 0 7.

90 7.

I
I

I

Hypo t h e s i s B .
The upper years of h i gh school are t h e pre
ferred age for presenting decision making.
Pref erred Grade Area

•

Grades 8/9

2 .57.

Grades 10/1 1 / l 2

67 . 5

Both grade levels
�--·
N o cho ice

27.5
2.5
1 00 7.
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Hypo thesis C .
Teachers now in the f i e l d would need a s s i stance
if they were to use decis ion making a s a goal.
Fami l i a r w i t h the

Current need for training
Considerable need

-5.0JM need

I

50--

47.5

.

7.-

2.5

No need

Total

"new Social Studies"
-- -

Not fami liar

38 '7.

Fam i l i ar

62

1 00 i

Total

Hypothes i s D .
Decision making should be presented as a u n i t
rather than taught i n present classes.
Preference
Present classes
As a unit
Ra t h

64 7.
31

5

Total

100 '7.

100 '7.

QUES TIONIM IRE
(May we on ly n o t e that the reliability of this survey depends
cons i derably upon the candor o f the respondent)
Answer code:
YVD

=

YSW

=

Yes Very Definitely
Yes Some What

NVD

!.Jh:l.c h o f t�Qll2wing, if any,_do you see
goals for your teachin � :
1.

=

No Very D�finitely

a2_

- ------t

II
I

data examin e d ,

gcne4alizations o r a lternatives set

forth.

To deve lop:

(a) good student a r t i culation of his/her views .
(b)

constructive exchange with those o f opposing

views .
3.

r
: ( P lcase(X)only one;·
l YVD
YSU I Nt-.1-1 I NVD

To teach reflective thinking or critical inquiry

whereby questions are posed,

2.

No Not Much

NNl'i

·

To develop student awareness o f :

t.

� ·-r--- --- .

...

- � . -- - -

t

�

.

i

-

( a ) his/her attitudes and values and those o f

I

.

i
I

!

. : . . . . - -!

I

: i- - -:- 1

tT -Cj

others.

( b) the fact that �ichotomies or conflicts e x i s t .

4. Create a s e n s e o f social causation i n the

student whereby an interrelatedn2ss can b e seen

o f the consequences o f one ' s actions on others
and vice versa.
5.

+·

interest and private interost,

6 . Help the student to recognize the realities of

political decision making, e . g . a l l cannot participate in every decision, experts will often have

-

t i o n t�rough role
s i tuatio ns.

p l�ying;

�tt . ,

�r real-li fe

B . Encourage students to visualize how decisions
made now can affect future gcnerat:l.o:is .

9 . Help the student to recogniz e that group

decisions have advantages

--. t
I
I

�

-·

- r.. --- rI
!

I

1
1

:

I

not always morally the b e s t ) .

10. Help the student s e e t h e need for both

conflict and controversy.

Over Please

1

.

.

!

1

t- ·-

-

L-·
-

-

-

! I
� 1

-- I

-

+·

I

I

i

:

(usually the ideas

are better) and limitations (they are slow and

I

-r-·
'

' 1·
t·I -· !
I
· ·i
1-L-- -

to be relied upon, information sources may need to
be exaroined, good decisions require time and
.
e f f o r t , the decisiona l mandate does not assur�
imp lementation.

7� Givp the student opportun ities for particip a-

. - j -··-+-----I

I !

Give the student an understanding o f public

1

-

--

!

I
-+---.,

Quest ionr�l�E c�ntinued,

12. Do yo� thi�� the ten goals �re realistic for:
8 th /9 th graders

_Wth/Eth/l�th gradere

____

} ·�.

iJ'.nt WC\!ld you consider the bi;tte;:
r·,�se
.

t,oal s7

}.n your pr es en t

__

in

___

a

None o f thes�

___

way to opero.t .!.. "111i li::':...:

ur

use

cour s es

unit designed e s p e cialiy for teaching th�..,,

14. Generally speaking, th e ten goals comprise a method o f t�aching
Are you
v·�: :. ell f,1lls u n de r the ru bri c of 11110'" soc i a l r.1 ·::\. id:Lc :i:• .
foit�\.}iar �<J�.ti1 this term or its methods?
Y� ;.;
F�·
____

__

15 . What civ,_c/govermnent: type cc•ur ses Jo you teach?
Po l i t i c a l

Civics or American 8ov.

__

_ .___

___

Sci..;rice

,Problems of Democracy

....../.merican ProblG:n:::

16.

Do ;,·ou

i0el any need

for more

ex po sur e to new ide�o

macerialR for teaching the aforementioned co�rne ; ?
Co n c idcra b l e need

_____

Some need

_

e.:-._c/or

No i. C(.��

__

17 . Apl?roxirnat:ely what year did you take your !:c:aci1it�g methods
cour s e ?
(Did not take a methods c-r·1.1rsc .. --)
---·--

Was your m-:thods co\.\r s e :
Specifi cally for civics or govGrnmen t tcac��rs

___

For

__

social studies teach<?rs in general

Ne:ither of the abcve

___

